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Light is design
OSRAM HMI® EVENT Lamps
Showing stars in their true light

Light is OSRAM
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HMI ® EVENT lamp types
Product reference

Product number

HMI ® EVENT
HMI ® 575W EVENT

53974

575

95

7

G22

49,000

1,000

any

30

70

145

1

HMI ® 1200W EVENT

53975

1,200

100

13.8

G38

110,000

1,000

any

42

107

200

2

Benefits
—— Improved heat resistance – for high thermal
requirements during the show
—— Tighter range of color temperature – for a stable
CCT with reduced color and brightness shifts
—— UVS (UV Stop) – drastically reduced UV emissions
for protection of the paint and extended fixture life
Applications
—— Trade shows or exhibitions of autos, boats,
industrial equipment and motorcycles
—— Press events
—— Other events, e.g., fashion shows

HMI ® EVENT light data tool
Simply use the unique serial
number located on the base of the
HMI lamp to find the specifications
of your lamp.
www.osram.com/hmilightdata
—— Removes the need for upfront
measurements of lamps
—— Light data is based on exact
measurements taken during
the manufacturing process
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An HMI EVENT metal halide discharge lamp was designed
specifically for large-scale events like fashion and auto shows or
press events where branding, presentation, and true-to-life
colors are of the utmost importance. HMI EVENT lamps provide
uniform light, with reduced color or brightness shifts. They
illuminate stars and cars with stable daylight color temperature,
perfectly supporting their outfit or design, whether viewed live or
through a lens. On the exhibit floor where vehicles are shown—
from boats to motorcycles, lighting designers trust HMI EVENT
lamps to deliver an outstanding performance and keep the
featured product in the spotlight.

Professional and Industrial Applications
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Cars and stars in the limelight
Auto shows are a spectacle of innovation and industry, where
massive crowds gather to see auto makers unveil new car models.
When the curtain drops and the car makes its debut, it must be
seen in a light that accurately reflects its curves, color and
essence. Then the masterfully-arranged light must maintain an
even distribution and an even color temperature across the car's
surface for up to fourteen hours. At auto shows, the OSRAM line
of HMI EVENT lamps delivers a performance second only to the
car. At fashion shows or celebrity events the high output daylight
sources are ideal for putting models and stars in the limelight.

